How do we understand our visits to and experiences of fantastical pieces of architecture such as the Singapore Flyer observation wheel, overseeing the grandiose Marina Bay urban development in Singapore?
The Singapore Flyer is not a building, does not stand still, has no recognised designer and resists interpretation through many of the conventional conceptual schema typically directed at the design and production of architecture rather than at its experience or postconstruction history. The Flyer is also, despite its evident size and engineering achievement, rather banal, possessing little of the sophisticated design quality and spectacular imagery of the London In order to pursue these concerns, this speculative exploration takes its theoretical cue from many different trajectories, including transcends our ability to locate ourselves in space, and can operate as symbols for the "incapacity of our minds [...] to map the great global multinational and decentered and communicational network in which we find ourselves caught." 2 Also relevant here are Georg
Simmel's exploration of spatial typologies such as the door and the bridge as aesthetic symbols of modernity, 3 Siegfried Kracauer's similar explorations of "exemplary instances" of modernity, 4 and, from a more explicitly architectural perspective, Aldo Rossi's considerations of spatial archetypes and collective memory in the context of cities. 5 I also take into account Henri Lefebvre's theorisations of the social production of space and the importance of everyday life therein, 6 while equally inspirational have been Stephen
Kern's explorations of culture, time and space, 7 as well as David
Nye's thoughtful reflections on the "technological sublime" nature of those "magnificent piece[s] of engineering -bridges, skyscrapers, factories, power installations, world's fairs, space rockets etcwhich cannot be comprehended through words and images alone" and which, when visited, "outstrip expectations" and help to create shared emotions through participation and collective experience. in Bergsonian terms, the "relative knowledge" by which we might comprehend the Flyer through symbols and words, as with the "intelligent knowledge" of objects and their systematic interconnections, are only partial ways of knowing, whereas "intuition" -a form of "intellectual sympathy" by which "one places oneself within an object in order to coincide with what is unique in it and consequently inexpressible" -may provide an additional more intuitive or "absolute" knowledge. 9 Through this process I hope to provide not an objective or comprehensive account of the Singapore Flyer, but a kind of intuitive placement -bringing objects, facts, places, views, thoughts, experiences, postulations and theories together in order to create a conjectural approximation as to what an intuitive knowing might be of this observation wheel and, also, by extension, of Singaporean modernity.
Relative Knowledge
Whenever we visit a major piece of architecture like the Singapore If all of this means that Singapore is often considered to be "nice but slightly dull," 20 then it also equates with the Flyer being remarkable and admirable, and also predictable, unexciting and stolid. The Singapore Flyer, it seems, has been overtly planned and managed rather than inspirationally designed or imagined; it is located in Singapore, but always with a considered face to the wider global context; it attracts huge numbers of visitors, but has failed to meet optimistic visitor estimates of 2.5 million per year and has now entered troubled financial conditions. 21 In this context, then, the Singapore Flyer is revealed as predominantly being a great engineering achievement, and, as the world's largest observation wheel, standing quantitatively alongside Singapore's other recordbreaking features such the region's largest convention centre, largest fountain and longest underground mall. 22 "I get the feeling," one somewhat underwhelmed visitor explained, "they just wanted to build something bigger than the London Eye, just for the sake of it." 23 As this comment suggests, the Flyer is worthy of huge respect,
certainly, yet it is hardly of the kind of thrilling character which such expenditure, expertise and effort could surely have produced.
From Relative to Intelligent Knowledge
As yet, we have only considered the Singapore Flyer as an object, as something to be understood factually, and in the manner which Bergson describes as instinctive or "relative knowledge," where we "move round the object" and understand it from the outside, analytically This is not, however, to say, that there is no creative imagination here. Far from it. This process begins on finding oneself within a giant contraption which appears to be hugely complex yet apparently simple (it is, after all, "just" a massive wheel). The visitor is confronted with a "first age" aerial view 25 27 The Singapore Flyer is here an experiential time machine, which, through its massive mechanics, transports us back to previous technologies, places and histories. 
Control
Because the more advanced and electronic operational controls for the Singapore Flyer are largely hidden from view, then a different aspect of control is far more evident when taking a journey on the wheel.
The whole experience -as with any fairground ride or nineteenth century optical entertainment 28 but here to a much heightened degree -is entirely circumscribed in time, space and duration. First, the visitor must queue for their ticket, ideally having reserved one in advance for a scheduled time slot. The visitor then passes through an airport-style security check which scans bags and which also, during the 2009 influenza pandemic, screened for high body temperatures.
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In the following "Journey of Dreams" exhibition, a snaking path through the displays provides orchestrated insights and "fun facts" 30 into the construction, mechanics and Singaporean context of the Flyer, and which for one overseas visitor was "a yawner from the beginning" 31 and for another just plain "cheesy." is working, and will continue to do so. 38 Through such considerations of the present and of control, we are now beginning to reach beyond a relative knowledge of the Flyer as object and symbol, and further into the realms of Bergson's intelligent knowledge: "the faculty of constructing unorganizedthat is to say artificial -instruments," wherein we may comprehend not only things as objects but also their systematic interconnection, as well as our own place within this system. 39 I turn now to further consideration of these inter-connections, particularly through conditions of viewing.
View
At 165m the Singapore Flyer is of course not high enough to offer the super-elevated view of airplanes or map-like projections. 40 Center nor the heart of London seen from the London Eye. The immediate view from the Flyer, therefore, directly equates with the Singaporean government's aims for the marina development, using aesthetic design and an amalgam of residential, business, financial and entertainment facilities to focus more on giving "global face" to strategic development imperatives, and less at the varied cultural needs of its diverse citizens. 45 It also accords with the same government's treatment of public space as a way of bolstering prevailing political ideology rather than meeting everyday public requirements for such spaces. 46 For example, since the late 1980s onwards, the government's increasingly place-marketing boosterism has included a desire to present Singapore as a "global city of the arts" and even a "Renaissance City" by providing high profile facilities such as the Esplanade's theatres. 47 This, however, has been done less to encourage local arts and more to strengthen 68 In short, intelligence enables us to understand things, and particularly their inter-relation and our placement within them, but ultimately constrains us within its own mode of operations.
By contrast, intuition, as a more highly developed and attuned form of instinct, is more open to alternative ways of seeing, doing and creating. Where intellect is concerned with the "the secrets of physical operations," intuition goes in the inverse direction, "in the very direction of life," 69 a process which is "within the object"
and "an immanent, temporal movement of part to whole, of phases of things to other phases, of parallel lives." 70 Above all, the way out of the prison-house of intelligence is some kind of intuitive action, whether that be the kind of "sympathetic" engagement of artists with the inner life of their subjects 71 or the kind of seemingly irrational act of learning to swim, 72 such that "if the risk be frankly accepted, action will perhaps cut the knot that reasoning has tied and will not unloose." 73 How then might we consider intuition or intuitive action at the Singapore Flyer?
Architecture, movement and time
Of particular importance here is the specific architecture of the Singapore Flyer itself, and the way in which individuals encounter and intuitively know this wheel in motion. Most immediately obvious is the way the cabins frame the view into a series of pictorial compositions and separate the visitor from that view such that the overall sense is of disconnection, distance and unreality; it is as if Singapore is being disclosed as a cinematic representation of itself, viewable and understandable in new ways (the framed cameralike view from the cabin), but not knowable intimately. More subtle yet pervasive, however, is the revolving movement of To return to the comparison with the tower noted above, where the tower in effect tantalises, promising a view of everything but actually delivering very little, the Singapore Flyer initially promises much less (a fairground-derived entertainment ride), but, once experienced, discloses much more, revealing the systematic nature of Singapore -as both the city's plans, extent and reach, and also our own position within that system. Unlike the tower, the Flyer never pretends to be about locality, and instead is a much more revelatory disclosure of the nature of capitalist and global spacetime, and, by implication, of how we are bound up in this modern condition.
Moving condition of viewing
Despite the Flyer being marketed as a platform from which to view Singapore, "the view" here is not that from of a static tower, and instead is a constant moving condition of viewing, one which emphasises change, relative position and the intuitive knowledge of things which are no longer comprehensible solely through the intelligent knowledge of objects and systems.
Indeed, much of the idiosyncrasy of any Ferris wheel comes from the seeming immobility of the viewer (who is stationary relative to the moving apparatus), the effect being that it is the view, and not
viewer, which appears to move. 80 At the Flyer, because of the removed distance of the Marina Bay, Downtown Core and other parts of the view, along with the wheel moving so slowly, the viewer is then surprised that, having turned away for a few seconds, on turning back again a view has apparently changed of its own accord. Movement here de-stabilises intelligence, making it more temporal and dynamic, and
seems to disrupt what it is that we know. In short, movement surprises and unsettles that part of us which relies on our intellect. So what is it that we come to know or un-know through this moving condition of viewing? If we remember that Bergson considers that through intuition "one places oneself within an object in order
to coincide with what is unique in it and consequently inexpressible," 81 clearly there will be no exact thoughts or associations which we might be identified, for we are dealing with the ineffable. Nonetheless, the Singapore Flyer opens out certain qualities, the realisation of which, by intuitive knowledge, might even be encouraged. Here we should also remember the point that is not so much that "the" view changes during the ride as that the Flyer offers an ever-changing condition of viewing, the emphasis here here not on what-can-be-seen, but on the viewer's state of viewing. Thus, literally, there is no single view, for the rotating wheel imparts a dynamic quality via its ever-shifting movement in vertical and horizontal axes. The viewing condition is not then one of modernist montage -or contrasting or juxtaposed frames -but is anti-montage,
anti-dialectic and anti-discordance, having instead a gradually morphing and constantly evolving character.
In this sense, we could say that the moving viewing condition invokes Zygmunt Bauman's "liquid modernity" of constant flux in which "change is the only permanence" and "uncertainty the only certainty", and in which there is no ideal end in sight. 82 Whereas, as noted above, repeated rotations understood through relative knowledge 
Personal identities
The personal identity of each visitor is also caught up in this process. 95 At the Singapore Flyer we enter into both of these states, wherein riding on the wheel tends to not only create, as already noted, an acquiescence to the oncoming future of Singapore, but to also provide a space-time for visitors to galvanise themselves towards that modern future. This is particularly evident in the change which frequently occurs in visitors as they prepare to depart. 
Leaving the Flyer
Bergson contends that one can never pass fully from intellect and onwards into intuition, 96 and perhaps as analytical or scholarly method this is true. We can, however, use intellect and intuition alongside another, and this exploration of the Singapore Flyer suggests that, in one particular kind of architecture at least, it might just be possible to find intellect and intuition in complementary co-existence, and that, additionally, such an architecture as the Flyer could even be a catalyst to this dual process of consciousness.
Having journeyed on the Singapore Flyer, this is also the case when leaving it. Departing the Flyer, one is reintroduced to a world of variegated rhythms, whether they be those of the "Rainforest Discovery" tropical micro-park, "Singapore Food Trail" hawker-style food court, the surrounding streets and metro, or even rare instances of Singaporean counterculture such as the illegal street-racers who sometimes congregate around the base of the wheel. 97 This re-engagement with the urban realm is also a realisation that we live in time as much as we do in space. Above all, leaving the Singapore Flyer is also a comprehension that time, as perceived in Simmel's terms and through Bergsonian intelligence is indeed a matter of schedules, diaries and appointments (the time of streets, and of sometimes of the wheel), but is also, when approached through Bergsonian intuition, a matter of duration, continuity and flux (some of the other times of the wheel). In particular, Bergson argues that when acting in the present, the body chooses from its store of useful memories in order to "illuminate the present" and so form a "view to ultimate action." 98 Evidently then, for riders on the Flyer, present day Singapore is now infused with their experiences of it from the wheel. There is also that aforementioned sense of freedom here. Bergson argues that freedom occurs when we feel motivated against the future, and the act of leaving the Singapore Flyer seems to me to be encouraging of exactly this attitude, combining Minkowski's activity and expectation, such that we let "our whole personality concentrate itself in a point, or rather a sharp edge, pressed against the future and cutting into it unceasingly." 99 The Singapore Flyer is then now, at the moment of leaving it, part of the past -not, however, as forgotten entity, but as an active memory ready to be recalled and mobilised within an on-coming future. 
